State courts throughout the United States are rapidly implementing efiling for civil court documents. Public access to these online records furthers the long-standing common law right of citizens to review court records. At the same time, online access exposes a wealth of personal information contained in these records. During the last decade state courts struggled to develop and implement rules and policies for public access as courts anticipated a transition from print to electronic records. Now, as efling becomes more prevalent, state courts must consider whether current rules and policies regarding public access to electronic court records are adequate to provide privacy protection. This article discusses the ongoing development of courts rules and policies for public access to electronic court records. It assesses common approaches for providing and limiting access, and determines that these approaches do not adequately address privacy concerns. It recommends that courts adopt the alternative approach of the Florida courts. That approach required changes throughout the filing system to minimize the inclusion of personal information in court documents. Courts must rethink the nature and † Assistant Professor of Law, Associate Dean for Information Resources and Law
I. Introduction
The United States has a long tradition of allowing public access to court records. The underlying reasons for allowing access include public review of judicial action. Court records, however, contain private and personal information about parties to lawsuits as well as about witnesses and other nonparties. These records can include names of children and spouses, social security numbers, addresses, financial information, and descriptions of alleged wrong doings. Concern for allowing access to these records and the wealth of information contained within them was minimal until the late 20 th Century because the documents were difficult to access, and so cloaked in "practical obscurity."
2 To obtain records for a particular state court case, an interested person had to go to a courthouse and navigate the system of obtaining access to the files, reviewing the documents, and copying the desired materials. Only a small number of people were likely to undertake this task.
At the end of the 20 th Century the availability of computers with large storage capacity provided courts the opportunity to digitize court records and even require the filing of electronic records. Maintaining court records in electronic form facilitated records management. In addition, courts could provide wide public access to court records. Digitization has provided an alternative to the often difficult process of manually and physically accessing print records. Some states have constitutional and statutory provisions mandating public access to records, and expanding access through the Internet promotes this interest.
The practical obscurity of court records evaporates as a consequence of public online access. Once a court allows online access and makes records available, anyone with a computer can search and quickly access the records. As online availability increases, so do concerns about the exposure of private, personal information. Whatever "great and hidden treasure" Lord Coke thought was in records of the 17th Century, the great treasure in 21 st Century records is the wealth of personal data they contain. Access to this information provides riches to those who wish to remove information about a person from its court context and sell the information as part of an aggregated package. 3 It also serves the interests of persons who wish to engage in nefarious actions such as identity theft and stalking. There is a serious need for rules and procedures that address the tension between public access and protection of personal data and information.
In the first decade of the 21 st Century, the movement to provide online access to court records grew. As state courts considered the best approach to handling online court records, national organizations produced and recommended guidelines for providing public access to online records. At the same time, the actual availability of online court records was limited or non-existent. 4 In the second decade of the 21 st Century, courts are still 3 As one scholar noted, "Information belies the adage about sewing silk purses out of sow's ears, for out of worthless bits [ developing, revising and implementing policies and rules for providing public access to electronic court records.
Implementation of e-filing is rising as courts, faced with limited budgets and lack of space, consider alternatives to maintaining print records. 5 There is a continuing need to evaluate approaches to providing public access to online court records.
This article discusses the ongoing development of state court policies and rules governing public access to electronic civil court records. 6 It assesses whether current policies and rules are effective in balancing public access rights with protection of personal information. Part II discusses the common law roots of the public right to access court records. Part III discusses the movement of states toward electronic records systems in the 1990s and the early development of state court policies. It also describes two important National Center for State Courts reports regarding electronic access. Part IV offers an assessment of current approaches to access, relying on a recognized set of national guidelines that reflect common approaches that state courts have adopted. This section examines and evaluates some suggested alternatives to providing full access to electronic records. This part also discusses several unresolved issues regarding publicly accessible electronic court records. These issues are becoming more serious. Part V discusses the more comprehensive approach that Florida adopted to address the challenge of protecting privacy while providing public access to online records. This approach involved rethinking the nature and purpose of court records and the reasons for including personal information in those records. The result was extensive changes in the nature of court filings and rules governing those filings. Part VI concludes that courts should adopt the 5 Florida approach as an appropriate means to balance the competing goals of providing public access to court records and protecting personal information.
II. Public Access to Court Records -A Common Law Right
The basis for providing public access to court records lies in a longstanding common law right. Greenleaf in his Treatise on the Law of Evidence states that "it has been admitted, from a very early period, that the inspection and exemplification of the records of the King's courts is the common right of the subject." 7 In Browne v. Cumming, 8 the King's Bench, in discussing a party's right to a copy of a record, cites Lord Coke's statement that the "ancient law of England" allowed subjects to access court records. 9 American courts recognize this common law right. 10 The United States Supreme Court, in Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc., 11 recognized that members of the public have a right to inspect judicial records, even if they do not have "a proprietary interest in the document or . . . a need for it as evidence in a lawsuit."
12 Justice Powell, writing for the majority, recognized the English heritage of this right. 13 Some Federal courts have linked the right of access to court records to the right of the public to attend trial proceedings. In United States v 20 the Third Circuit Court of Appeals observed that the rights of access to court records and access to court proceedings are linked and applicable to both civil and criminal trials. 21 The court in Cohen noted that "the existence of a common law right of access to judicial proceedings and to inspect judicial records is beyond dispute." 22 The policy support for open access to court records and judicial proceedings lies in the need to inform citizens of the workings of the judicial process and to allow them to monitor the actions of the judiciary. 23 The link 15 Id. at 1257-58. 16 the Supreme Court determined that information contained in a government compiled "rap sheet" was not accessible, even though the information came from public records. 27 The Court noted that compilations of information can affect personal privacy far more than scattered "bits of information." 28 In Reporters Committee, a reporter and a journalists' association filed a Freedom of Information Act ("F.O.I.A") request 29 for a FBI rap sheet for an individual.
30
The rap sheet was a compilation of information gathered from various public records. The requesters argued that since the information in the rap sheet came from records that were satisfy himself with his own eyes as to the mode in which a public duty is performed."); see also publicly available, they should be able to obtain a copy of the rap sheet.
31
The Department of Justice denied access to the rap sheet, relying on an exemption in FOIA that protected law enforcement records if providing the records "could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy." 32 In the lawsuit that followed, the District Court granted the Department's summary judgment motion, and the Federal Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed that decision.
33
On appeal to the Supreme Court, the Department argued that the "practical obscurity" of "widely scattered" public records that were the source of the rap sheet shielded the privacy of the individual. 34 In the Department's view, the subject of the rap sheet had a protectable privacy interest in the obscurity of these records. 35 The compilation of information from these records destroyed that protection.
36
The Supreme Court, agreeing with the Department of Justice, distinguished access to the compiled rap sheet from access to the public records that were the source of the information in the rap sheet. The Court noted that "[p]lainly there is a vast difference between the public records that might be found after a diligent search of courthouse files, county archives, and local police stations throughout the country and a computerized summary located in a single clearinghouse of information."
37 While this case interpreted and applied FOIA with regard to a government agency document, it has become authority for the notion that the "practical obscurity" of scattered and difficult to access public records, including court records, provides a measure of privacy protection for the information in the records. This case affirmed that, while public records are open, the individual does "not necessarily forfeit a privacy interest in matters made part of the record." 38 Courts must balance individual privacy interests against the common law public right to access the records containing the information. 31 See id. 32 See id. at 756; 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C) provided the exemption. 33 
III. Development of State Court Policies on Public Electronic Access
State courts have long recognized the public's right of access to court records and allowed physical access to paper records housed at individual courthouses. Until the late 20 th Century, there was little concern for protection of personal information in the records or need to balance an individual's privacy right against the right of public access. The challenges that anyone seeking state court records faced in obtaining access at a courthouse effectively limited wide-spread use of the records and the dissemination of the information they contained.
Accessing any court record required physically going to a courthouse, which might require travel to another county or state. Once at the courthouse, the record requestor had to contend with everything from parking and limited courthouse hours to navigating the maze of procedures for requesting, receiving and copying documents. 39 These challenges effectively provided the practical obscurity that the Supreme Court discussed in Reporters Committee.
40
In the late 20 th Century, courts began to consider the use of technology to manage documents and improve court services to the public. 41 At the same time, courts considered how to address issues regarding the exposure of private information in online records. In 1995, 42 the National Center for State Courts ("NCSC") published two companion reports 43 46 and discussed issues critical to the implementation of an electronic access system. 47 It offered guidance on development and implementation. 48 This report focused on systems that allowed remote access rather than courthouse access at public terminals. 49 It identified the reasons why courts with remote access systems implemented those systems. 50 Remote access through personal computers could: (1) accommodate the growth in case filings; (2) improve service to the public; and (3) reduce time demands upon public researchers and court staff.
51
The Kilpatrick Report referred to the Jennen Report to address the issue of how to develop the policies for access to records in a system. 52 The Jennen Report provided an extensive discussion of the conflicting privacy and open access concerns inherent in determining electronic record access policies. It determined that existing law was not adequate to guide state courts in developing policies, and courts therefore needed to examine other factors such as court operational issues.
53
The Jennen Report did not 46 KILPATRICK REPORT, supra note 39, at 4. Research focused on data and information gathered from surveys of courts, state judicial information system directors and system users as well as from onsite visits to some courts. See id. at 5, 9; see also, J. DOUGLAS WALKER, NAT'L CTR. FOR suggest specific language for policies but rather offered extensive guidelines for courts to consider in developing policies.
54
In discussing reasons for providing electronic access to court records, the Kilpatrick Report and the Jennen Report both referenced the 1990 Trial Court Performance Standards.
55
The Jennen Report also referenced these standards in discussing the development of access policies. The Trial Court Performance Standards, whose purpose was to support court reform and accountability, focused on measuring the performance of courts (outcomes) rather than on resources and processes (inputs).
56
The Kilpatrick Report noted the importance of public access identified in Performance Standard 1 (Access to Justice). 57 Performance Standard 1 recognized the "importance of the relationship between [access to] public records and access to justice" and the need to serve "persons seeking information from public records." 58 The Jennen Report referenced the 1990 Trial Court Performance Standards to support broad access to records. 59 The Jennen Report noted 60 Performance Standard 4.2, which states that a trial court should "responsibly seek the resources needed to meet its judicial responsibilities, use those resources prudently . . . and account for their use." 61 The Jennen Report suggested that a court desiring to maintain a "high degree of accountability" under Performance Standard 4.2 could adopt a broad policy that "all records and court data should be open for public review and access." 62 The Jennen Report, however, also referenced the Trial Court Performance Standards to suggest exceptions to allowing open access to records. A court could make "legitimate exceptions" based upon "a clear showing of countervailing public policy or public or individual harm."
63 Noting the Performance Standard on Public Trust and Confidence, 64 the Jennen Report questioned "whether the release of certain electronic data" would violate the public's trust and confidence in the court system. If citizens perceive that the courts will not 54 This discussion in the Jennen Report illustrates a conflict in court goals in providing public access to electronic court records. On the one hand, providing electronic access improves public service by making access to court records easier and cheaper. Electronic access, however, negates the obscurity of the documents, thus making private information more available and raising questions about the court's concern for individual citizens. As one scholar noted, many of the system users surveyed for the Kilpatrick Report expressed an interest in obtaining detailed data from court records. This same interest raises concerns about the use of personal information, perhaps for purposes unrelated to an interest in a court case.
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During the late 1990's and the early 2000's courts began developing and adopting policies regarding public access to electronic court records for the reasons identified in the Kilpatrick and Jennen Reports. State courts focused on developing policies even though few courts had online filing systems and electronic records. 67 This process stood in stark contrast to the experience in the Federal courts, which adopted a uniform policy and an online filing system. 68 The states have not followed the Federal model, and therefore I will not discuss that system in detail. For researchers interested in the Federal model, I provide a summary of the key decisions that underlie the Federal system. For more discussion of the Federal system, see Martin, supra note 67. With so many variations in state court structure, management and funding, each state court system had to develop its own policies. Courts struggled with the conflicting goals of providing access and protecting individual information. Addressing these conflicts inevitably lead to a divergence in courts' policies on electronic access to court records. Two approaches to providing access to court records have emerged: the "public is public" approach and the "practical obscurity" approach.
The "public is public" approach views all records the same regardless of format or location. The focus of any limitation on access is on the type of information in the document and whether it should be public. 69 Any records and information available at a courthouse would be available online. Under this approach, any restriction on access to sensitive information in a document would apply to records in paper and electronic format. The "practical obscurity" approach focuses on concerns regarding exposure of information in electronic documents that are available online. Those courts following this approach would provide access to print records at the courthouse, perhaps electronic access at kiosks in the courthouse, and not electronic access otherwise. Those advocating this approach are sensitive to the danger inherent in the widespread availability of online records. By limiting access to records to physical access, there is greater protection of this information. 70 Variations of this approach limit remote access to certain types of users, e.g., judges, court personnel, litigants and counsel. The public might have no remote access or only access to documents not likely to contain personal information.
71

IV. Current Approaches and Ongoing Challenges
The Jennen Report predicted that "the transition from paper to electronic records [ are also implementing e-filing. 74 With shrinking budgets, courts are finding electronic records attractive and so this movement has accelerated. Many state courts have discussed e-filing for years. It is now taking hold and simultaneously facilitating creation of a less expensive vehicle for public access to online records.
As more records actually go online through e-fling, it is increasingly important to address questions of how to provide access to court records. Courts' policies on access should evolve as systems for records evolve. 75 In this section I consider the issues that exist with current state approaches. State courts vary in their approaches to providing access to electronic court records, so I use representative guidelines. After I examine these guidelines in Part A, I will discuss in Part B the issues arising from the approaches that those guidelines suggest and the issues that those guidelines do not address or address only to a limited extent.
A. CCJ/COSCA Guidelines
To the extent state courts have followed any guidelines in developing policies for access to electronic court records, they have followed or at least consulted guidelines that the Conference of Chief Justices ("CCJ") and the Conference of State Court Administrators ("COSCA") adopted in 2002. 76 These guidelines ("the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines") were part of an extensive report (the "CCJ/COSA Report") 77 79 including those policies that some states adopted without consulting the Guidelines. There were so many variations in state laws and in court operations that it would have been very difficult, if not impossible, to draft a national policy or model. The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines therefore are not model policies but serve as "a map of the policy-making terrain" 80 and a "starting point for drafting a policy."
81 These Guidelines suggest appropriate language.
Accompanying each Guideline is extensive commentary that highlights the reasons for the suggested language, possible alternatives, and issues the policy maker must address. 82 A key purpose of the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines is "to provide maximum public accessibility to court records." 83 The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines are therefore applicable to "all court records," regardless of 78 A follow-up report in 2005 made no changes. It provided details and examples of language to use to educate litigants and the public; provided more detailed discussion regarding the development of internal court policies and procedures for handling records; and provided more discussion regarding access to family court records. 82 For example, the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines emphasize that in developing or refining policies, a state needs to consider its statutory and case law as well as existing records practices. Id. at 2. 83 Id. at 4 (Commentary to Section 1.00, Purpose of the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines).
"physical form," "method of recording the information," or "method of storage of the information." 84 This broad applicability suggests a "public is public" approach. Underlying the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines, however, are public policy concerns that support a balanced approach to providing access. 85 The commentary to the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines recognizes that there could be "sound reasons for restricting access" to records.
86 Some sections of the Guidelines therefore provide for restrictions or even prohibitions on access to certain records. 87 The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines cover many aspects of access to court records, 88 but at the heart of the Guidelines are the Section 4.0 Provisions, which address both the scope and possible limitations on access. 89 The Guidelines create a presumption of openness. It is the method of access that the court should limit, not access to the document itself. 90 The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines offer flexibility for developers of court rules and policies. For instance, commentary to the Guidelines offers alternative means of limiting access aside from providing access only at the courthouse. 91 The Guidelines therefore provide both a "public is public" approach and variations of a limited access approach. 84 Id. at 22 (Section 4.00, Applicability of Rule). 85 Id. at 4 (Section 1.00, Purpose of the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines, lists eleven policy interests). 86 Id. 
B. Assessing Current Approaches
In Part IV.B.1, I discuss some problems with approaches that the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines suggest as alternatives to providing full electronic access to records.
These approaches, such as limiting access to the courthouse for some records or information, reflect the choices that some state courts have made to control access to personal information. In Part IV.B.2, I discuss critical issues that the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines do not address or do not adequately address. Some of these issues arise from the transitional nature of the means by which courts maintain their records. As the Jennen Report notes: "The progressive transformation of the court record, from paper to electronic forms, complicates the process of developing coherent, consistent, and strategic policy about public access." 92 Courts reexamining existing policies or developing new policies should consider whether the approach they adopt will incorporate a means to address these issues on an ongoing basis.
This section is not intended to provide an exhaustive discussion of these problems and issues, many of which merit more detailed individual consideration. I highlight these problems and issues to note their place in the conversation about the development of policies for access to court records. Current policy approaches, as reflected in the CCJ/COSA Guidelines, fall short of adequately addressing these problems and issues. There should be more consideration of the underlying purpose for which information became part of a court record and a movement away from manipulating information in records or providing access only at the physical location of the information. In Section V, I discuss the approach of one state that has gone beyond managing information in court records to redefining the nature and purpose of the records themselves.
Limited Access Approaches -Problems
a. Access Only at the Courthouse
For hundreds of years the public could access court records only at the courthouse. The practical obscurity provided through this arrangement still offers appeal. The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines acknowledge that courts might decide to adopt policies that would treat records differently by 92 JENNEN REPORT, supra note 45, at 27. restricting "the manner of access." 93 Under one of the suggested Guidelines, courts could provide access to certain identified information only at a "court facility." 94 The provided information could be in paper format or could be in electronic format accessible at a courthouse kiosk or terminal.
95 Limiting access to the courthouse, however, perpetuates inequality, contrary to a key purpose of providing online access.
Moreover, limiting access does not stop enterprising data-gathers, who, through the use of readily available technology, can circumvent any protection that limiting access to the courthouse otherwise offers.
Allowing access to the same records online as are available at the courthouse provides the broadest access to the public. Just as few people can attend court proceedings in person and hear evidence, 96 few can (realistically) go to the courthouse and obtain records. If courts keep some information at the courthouse, whether in paper or electronic format, mainly those with the most resources will be able to access it. Adopting a "public is public" approach can "level the geographic playing field" for those who are not in the same jurisdiction as the records 97 or who cannot easily visit a courthouse. Even limiting access to only some information or documents perpetuates the inequality that remote access should overcome.
Arguing that limiting access to the courthouse for some information provides better protection for those to whom the information relates also ignores current technological realities. Practically anyone with access to a paper document can scan it and post the resulting digital document online. Optical character recognition (OCR) capability enables users to capture bits of text. Paper is no longer a fixed medium. What appears on paper can now become digital.
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Even if courts limit access to the courthouse, those with the resources or determination can digitize print records for their own use. (discussing one of the reasons for adopting a "public is public" approach for Federal Court records). 98 Of course, textual court documents are now often "born digital," so the paper is just a medium of capture, a transitory vehicle. [Vol. 61
One motivating reason for the Judicial Conference Committee to adopt a "public is public" approach for Federal court records was to discourage "data re-sellers who, if remote electronic access were restricted, could go to the courthouse, copy the files, download the information to a private website, and charge for access . . . thus profiting from the sale of public information and undermining restrictions intended to protect privacy."
99 If the limited access is to electronic rather than paper records, the result is the same if users can print or download the records.
Limiting access to the courthouse does not prevent someone from disseminating court records online, as a member of the Florida Supreme Court Committee on Privacy and Court Records noted. 100 As an example, he discussed how in 2001 graphic autopsy photos of a race car driver killed while racing appeared on an Internet website. The website owner had obtained print photos from the Volusia County (Florida) Office of the Medical Examiner.
101
At the time, the photos were available as public records under Florida's public records laws.
102 That same year, the Florida legislature enacted a law 103 to exempt autopsy photographs from the public 99 records law after the same website owner and others attempted to access autopsy photographs of race car driver Dale Earnhardt. 104 While the photos were not court records, the situation illustrates that if a record is public, restricting access to a single physical location does not provide protection. Anyone with the motivation, like the website owner who posted the autopsy photos, can obtain a copy of the record, scan it, and post it. Although providing records only at the courthouse may limit the number of people who can access documents, it only takes one person to make the documents widely available. Thus, simply managing the "manner of access" as the Guidelines suggest offers only limited -or illusory -protection.
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE COMM. ON COURT ADMIN. & CASE MGMT., REPORT ON PRIVACY AND PUBLIC ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC CASE FILES (as amended by the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management in
The web-posting of the autopsy photographs of the race car driver demonstrates that the balance between remote access and access only at the courthouse is really meaningless. Resolution must turn on the nature of documents and information themselves. If records are public, then they should be accessible through all available means. There may be reasons, based on the nature of the record or information, to limit or deny all access to those records. As Helen Nissenbaum states in her book Privacy in Context, "'public' is not synonymous with 'up for grabs'. . . [E]ven if something occurs in a public space or is inscribed in a public record there may still be powerful moral reasons for constraining its flow." 105 The determination should be whether to provide access at all rather than whether to limit access to the courthouse. Ultimately, the question is whether anyone should have access to the records or information. 106 Also, if the record or information is extraneous to the proceedings, then not filing it in the first place alleviates the concern. 106 For example, the Florida legislature determined that it was a "public necessity" to exempt autopsy photographs from the public access to records granted in the Florida constitution and public records law. 2001 Fla. Laws 1, 2. The legislature noted the injury to the person's family if there was public access to graphic autopsy photographs, particularly if these photographs were posted on the Internet. Id at 2. The legislature also noted that there were other types of autopsy information available to the public that would "provide for public oversight." Id. The Florida legislature can exempt certain records from the state public records access law. See FLA. STAT. § 119.15 and FLA. CONST. Art. I § 24(c). 107 See further discussion of this approach in Section V.
protect personal information, other than simply segregating documents for courthouse access only. The CCJ/COSCA Report includes a guideline for courts, upon request, to prohibit access to information in a court record.
108
This denial of access essentially seals the record. The information protected in the record would be otherwise publicly available. 109 Sealing is contrary to the notion of public and open access. This guideline therefore requires "sufficient grounds" to restrict access as well as consideration of the "least restrictive means" to address the requestor's concerns. 110 The CCJ/COSCA Report states that in developing court record policies, courts must review their existing "procedures and standards for sealing records, making them confidential, or otherwise restricting public access."
111
They must consider how these procedures and standards might apply to electronic records. This review must ensure that procedures and policies balance the requests of a party against a strong public access policy. People and businesses often do not want any information about a lawsuit made publicly available and will seek protection through sealing. In the last decade there was a public outcry, fostered by media reports, against indiscriminate sealing of records.
112 Some states enacted or revised sealing laws. 113 For example, in 2007 the Florida Supreme Court adopted revisions to court rules that governed sealing and unsealing records, after media exposure of "hidden cases and secret dockets." 114 The Court further refined these rules in 2010. 115 Florida's review of its rules regarding sealing and confidential documents illustrate the thorough consideration a court should make as part of developing and adopting policies regarding electronic court records. The policies should address the underlying concerns regarding sealing, regardless of the format of the documents. 
c. Redaction
Another CCJ/COSCA Guideline suggests blocking access to sensitive information, such as social security numbers, 116 and discusses specific types of information that a court could exclude from public access. The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines do not specifically discuss how to block access to this information. A common means of blocking specific information is redaction, but the section on exclusion of information does not discuss redaction. Commentary to two sections of the Guidelines notes the difficulty a court may experience in redacting information in documents.
117
The comments focus the costs and feasibility of having court personnel redaction information. There is no discussion of whether the parties should be responsible for redaction, or suggestions of policies that would place the redaction burden on the parties and their counsel.
Redaction of information is a common choice for courts adopting electronic records policies. This approach protects sensitive information, while still allowing access to most of the information in a document. As sensible as redaction may seem, it presents logistical problems. The limited discussion in the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines notes the demands of having court personnel handle redaction. Parties and their counsel are in a better position to identify and block information. This burden may still be too great and its requirements too confusing, as efforts to apply redaction rules in Montana illustrate.
118 Parties may find it more practical to request that a court seal an entire document or record than try to redact selected bits of information.
119
For example, in Montana, parties coped with redaction rules by sealing the records. 120 Electronic record policies that require redaction or allow for 116 See Section 4.60, CCJ/COSCA REPORT, supra note 77, at 45. 117 See Commentary to Sections 3.20 (mentioning that redacting information can be "quite costly"), id. at 17-18, and Commentary to Section 4.70 (mentioning the feasibility of reviewing documents to redact information), id. at 55. 118 See discussion infra Section IV.B.2a. 119 Commentary to Section 4.70, CCJ/COSCA REPORT, supra note 77, at 55. The commentary to the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines, in discussing the feasibility of redacting information, notes that: "The work needed to exhaustively review a large file or document to find information to be redacted may be prohibitive, so that access to the whole file or document [should] be restricted, rather than attempting redaction." Id. 
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[Vol. 61 redaction upon request may increase the use of sealing as an easier way to prohibit access to the information. The public will lose access to the entire record. Section V discusses an approach that would eliminate personal information from inclusion in court documents, thus reducing the need for resources to redact the information.
Other Issues and Concerns
a. Implementation Planning: Montana's Experience
The CCJ/COSCA Guidelines provide a framework for developing what rules will provide, but implementation requires another process to consider how the rules will work. The Guidelines do not "prescribe standard implementation and operating guidelines for state and local courts."
121 There is little information in the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines concerning redaction, for example.
122
One Guideline considers limits on remote availability of documents and information, but provides limited commentary as to who would have responsibility for deciding what specific information or documents cannot be made available remotely.
123
Commentary to this Guideline briefly discusses the "added burdens" that court staff would have to assume if the particles do not bear the burden of providing a list of information items to which the court will restrict access 124 but offers no further advice. Implementation can be the most challenging aspect of defining the information and documents to which the public has access, particularly as courts are transitioning to e-filing.
A compelling example of the effects of lack of implementation planning is the experience in Montana. Concerns arose almost immediately. By December 2007, the concerns had reached such a high level that the Chairs of the Task Force filed a petition requesting postponement of the implementation of the rules to July 2008 in order to allow time to gather comments and provide more implementation guidance. 130 The Chairs stated in the petition that, after attempting to educate court personnel about the new rules, they were One issue was that many court forms required information to which the rules restricted access, even though state law did not require disclosure of the information. 132 This created confusion in how to apply the rules. The Montana Supreme Court granted the requested postponement.
133
At the same time that the Chairs filed this petition, a group of Montana district court judges and two attorneys filed a petition 134 questioning the implementation of the rules at a time when there was no system in existence for e-filing. 135 They requested that the court suspend implementation of the rules until electronic filing was available. 136 The Court ruled that the proceedings regarding the new rules were administrative, not adversarial, and referred the petition to the Task Force.
137
In June 2008, the Montana Supreme Court adopted revised rules that the task force recommended.
138
The revised rules provided that courts 131 Id. at 1. 132 Id. 2006), available at http://courts.mt.gov/content/cao/docs/it_strategic_plan_06.) Since this system was not in existence, the new rules would only apply to paper filings. There were no procedures or forms available to assist with compliance. The petitioners argued that there would need to be procedures, forms and training relating to the application of the rules to paper filings, and then additional procedures, forms and training when e-filing became available. See Petition for Original Jurisdiction, supra note 134, at 10. 136 Petition for Original Jurisdiction, supra note 134, at 14. 137 Order In re Public Access & Privacy to Court Records in Montana (Jan. 9, 2008), available at http://supremecourtdocket.mt.gov/view/AF%2006-0377%20Other%20--%20Order?id={6D22BFAA-EA4A-4684-9C69-613E1C0480FE}. 138 Order In re Amending the Rules for Public Access and Privacy to Court Records in Montana 2-3 (June 24, 2008), available at http://supremecourtdocket.mt.gov/view/AF%2006-0377%20Rule%20Change%20--%20Order?id={73D46187-DE84-4746-A56C-05D93004B066}.
The two rules with the Petitioners recommended that the Court consider suspending all or part of the access rules until adoption of an e-filing system and related rules. 148 The Montana Supreme Court in September 2011 ordered that the rules were to be "temporarily suspended, for an indefinite period of time." 149 The court noted that its desire to have rules regarding privacy of information in court records "further considered, reviewed and refined" as part of the process of adopting and implementing e-filing. 150 Montana's experience demonstrates the need to examine the effects of proposed rules and to develop strategies to determine how the rules will work in practice prior to adoption. One participant in the process stated that providing an ideal court records system was "much easier said than done."
151
The Montana task force was made up of a wide range of stakeholders to insure input from those with the most interest in the policies. 152 The task force based its recommendations on the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines, which provided a thorough and thoughtful roadmap. Yet, implementation of the rules quickly became problematic and ultimately the Montana Supreme Court suspended the rules. The task force developed the rules, but no task force or committee was charged with developing the procedures for implementation. 153 The result was confusion in interpretation, compliance, and enforcement.
154
b. Retention of Records
Some of the more far-reaching issues with providing access to electronic court records focus on the retention of these records. Some issues are rooted in the "dual nature of today's court record-keeping system." 155 Courts are maintaining both paper and electronic records, and may hold the same records in both formats. The CCJ/COSCA Report does not contain specific guidelines for records retention, but in commentary notes some of issues with a dual system. 156 Problems can arise when there are changes in records, when a court removes records, or when a court destroys records that have a short retention period. 157 The initial consideration in these situations is to provide equivalent treatment for the print record and its electronic counterpart.
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The goals of providing equal treatment are to ensure that there is not an outdated version of a record available and that there is no longer public access to a record that the court has removed or destroyed. This "equal treatment" policy seems straight forward. The nature of electronic records, however, raises additional issues. In developing and adopting remote public access policies, courts must examine existing laws, policies and procedures beyond just determining how to equalize treatment of print and electronic records. Courts should consider the purpose of existing provisions and their 154 See 2010 Petition, supra note 120, at 2 ("Nor do the Privacy rules contain specific guidance about their implementation . . . which has led to diverging interpretations over how to protect information and what kinds of information must be redacted or included.") 155 JENNEN REPORT, supra note 45, at 27. The reference to "today" is still valid, although the statement is from 1995. 156 Commentary to Section 4.10 General Access Rule, CCJ/COSCA REPORT, supra note 77, at 25. 157 Id. Noted in the Commentary are examples of these situations. Some of the examples are: (1) a change in a reduction in criminal conviction after probation completion; (2) expungement of a record; and (3) destruction of certain types of records, such as traffic citations, after a short period of time. 158 See id. An example of a state court system that has standardized retention policies for electronic and print records is Pennsylvania. Once the retention period for the paper records expires, the electronic record will no longer be available. effectiveness when applied to electronic records.
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As an example of considering the purpose of existing provisions, the CCJ/COSCA Report commentary considers a rule regarding destruction of traffic citations after one year. 160 The purpose of the rule could be to free up storage space occupied by paper documents. In this case, the court should consider the need for this rule if the records are electronic. 161 Maintaining documents in electronic form furthers the policy of public access. On the other hand, if the purpose of destroying the citation records is to clear a person's record of this type of violation, then the policy of destroying records after one year should remain in place whether the record is in electronic form or in paper. 162 Another problem arises from the inability to destroy records. " [I] t is impossible to ensure destruction of all copies of the electronic record that have been obtained by, or delivered to, third parties beyond the court's control."
163 Of course, it is also possible that there could be copies of the paper record still available. 164 If a record was ever publically available, a copy may still exist. Moreover, the dissemination of electronic records is much more far reaching and therefore destruction becomes more problematic. With respect to paper records, it takes only one person to scan and disseminate a record. 165 The issues discussed above occur when there is a dual print and electronic system of court records. Questions arise of how to treat electronic versions of records also maintained in paper. While courts will inevitably consider resolution of these issues, they should go further than just adopting 159 See id. at 3. 160 Id. at 25. 161 See id. It is unclear in this scenario if the records are now all electronic or whether the paper still exists. If there is no other reason to destroy the record other than for spacesaving, then perhaps the court should retain the electronic record. If there are both paper and electronic versions, then the court could destroy the paper version. 162 Id. 163 Id. As Viktor Mayer-Schönberger discusses in DELETE: THE VIRTUE OF FORGETTING IN THE DIGITAL AGE 87 (2009): "In the digital age, it has become very hard to recall information, and to stop others from sharing it, especially once a piece of information has begun to spread. . . ." 164 In THE VERDICT (20 th Century Fox 1982), a witness in a trial reveals while she is on the stand that she has a photocopy of the original, unaltered version of a critical document in the case. She made the copy before she had to alter the original under threat. This example illustrates that the existence of even one copy of a document, no matter how obtained, can be devastating. 165 See supra text accompanying notes 100-104. rules for electronic records. As the Florida Committee on Privacy and Court Records noted in its 2005 Report, the task is "not merely to create an electronic access policy as a companion to an 'over the counter' records policy, but to create a blueprint for a comprehensive policy on court records that will serve the public and the courts as they move through the transition from a system of primarily paper records to one of primarily digital records."
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Policy development must include consideration of the nature of electronic records and how that impacts records retention. Just as the nature of electronic records affects the way people access records, it also has implications relating to ongoing retention. Yet, as authors Jean-François Blanchette and Deborah Johnson note, discussions regarding electronic information management focus on access "and address retention only as an afterthought -if at all."
167 They maintain that "data retention must be . . . part of a comprehensive data protection policy"
168 because "the endurance of data is a feature that has invisibly but powerfully changed with the shift from paper-and-ink to electronic systems of record-keeping." 169 In a "paperand-ink world, the sheer cumbersomeness of archiving and later finding information often promoted a form of institutional forgetfulness." 170 Electronic records, on the other hand, remain easily and indefinitely accessible, thus preserving their contents for immediate consideration at any time.
The indefinite life of online data and information raises a concern that "the Internet records everything and forgets nothing."
171 Blanchette and Johnson observe that "In many cases, as storage technologies have gained in practicality, ease of remote access, and lowered in price, the shift to an electronic medium changed the default position from one of forgetfulness to one of memory." 172 What they are referring to is a loss of "social forgetfulness, which allows individuals a second chance, the opportunity for 166 173 Cases settle, defendants found liable pay damages, defendants in criminal cases serve jail time. People should be able to move on, start over, get a fresh start, and leave the past behind. The constant and easy availability of electronic records, however, can inhibit the ability of people to transcend the past. 174 As Daniel Solove notes: "People grow and change, and disclosures of information from their past can inhibit their ability to reform their behavior, to have a second chance, or to alter their life's direction." 175 An extensive discussion of electronic records retention and social forgetfulness is beyond the scope of this article.
176 Suffice it to say that policy development for electronic records requires a consideration of the nature of information in the records and a rethinking of retention rules. This consideration should include how preservation of a person's past in a highly accessible form might change the approach to both access and retention of records.
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c. Accuracy Problems and Dossier Creation
The ease of access to electronic court records also raises concerns about the use of the information in the records. Court records contain more than the details of an episode in a person's life. They contain a treasure trove of personal information. Some bits of personal information may seem unimportant in isolation, and in the context of a court case may serve merely as identifiers. Yet certain pieces of information, such as a social security number, can provide the keys to assuming the identity of an individual as 173 177 The CCJ/COSCA Report, in its short discussion of retention of records, struggled with how to adapt a short retention policy for certain records such as traffic citations to electronic versions of these records. If the reason for a short retention period is to clear a person's record, then the Report suggests "a policy that the electronic record not be accessible" or a policy that "no electronic version of the record would be made." The concern is that once the record is in electronic form, the information is no longer under the court's control. See CCJ/COSCA REPORT, supra note 77, at 25. See supra text accompanying notes 160-162. well as learning highly personal information. Also, third-party collection of this information can lead to what Daniel Solove calls "the aggregation effect." 178 This effect arises from combining bits of information about an individual. The individual may provide these pieces of information in different contexts and at different times. As Solove explains, once these pieces are combined, they "begin to form a portrait of a person. The whole becomes greater than the parts . . . . When analyzed, aggregated information can reveal new facts about a person that she did not expect would be known about her when the original, isolated data was collected." 179 Public records, including court records, are a rich source of aggregated information. 180 This aggregated information can become part of an individual "digital dossier." 181 This dossier or digital portrait of a person can be very blurry, distorted and superficial. The portrait is often inaccurate. Sometimes data is simply incorrect (the person never lived at a certain address). Other times distortion comes from lack of detail and loss of the information's context. 182 This issue especially arises with court records that contain unproven allegations that may simply have been false. 183 Also, the outcome of a lawsuit and the effect on a party to that suit might not be readily known.
It is possible to create an instant snapshot of a person simply through a Google search. The view that emerges from such a search (even if the searcher eliminates false hits) is murky, a hodgepodge of hits from disparate sites. It is now common in conducting an Internet search to "net" court records, particularly pleadings. Pleadings, of course, are merely the tip of a lawsuit. Lawsuits often settle, and the context of the suit disappears. Some searchers, when finding evidence of a lawsuit, may investigate further. Others might simply note the person's role in the lawsuit. The problems multiply for persons who are defendants in a lawsuit. Allegations about defendants are often distorted or untrue, and a misleading view of the defendant emerges. The person ultimately may not be liable (or guilty) but this piece of information may be lost. There are also problems for plaintiffs. Some people may infer that if a person is a plaintiff in a lawsuit, that person is a "complainer" or someone who will "make trouble" 184 irrespective of the merits of the plaintiff's claim. While the collection of information in a digital dossier or portrait often represents a distorted and inaccurate view of a person, people may rely on this information to make judgments and decisions. As Daniel Solove describes: "The problem is that such records often fail to tell the entire story, yet an individual is frequently judged on the basis of this information and important facets about her life -whether she gets a loan, a job, or a license are decided based upon this information." 
d. Loss of Context
The digital dossier consists of information that gatherers take out of its original context, e.g., a court case. The person who provided the information in a lawsuit usually has no knowledge of this information gathering. The information compilers then incorporate this information into other, unrelated contexts. 186 As Helen Nissenbaum notes: "[T]he process of compiling and aggregating information almost always involves shifting information taken from an appropriate context and inserting it into one perceived not to be so." 187 According to Nissenbaum, this shift violates contextual integrity. 188 "Contexts" are "structured social settings" with "activities, roles, relationships, power structures, norms (rules) and internal values (goals, ends, purposes)." 189 A lawsuit is one context in which information disclosure occurs in a structured setting with the characteristics Nissenbaum describes. Nissenbaum does not view the Internet as a separate context. 190 Context exists aside from the Internet. The expectations of a person providing information do not change merely because the information is online. For example, people have certain expectations regarding confidentiality of banking and financial information and expect retention of this confidentiality, even when the information is accessible online. 191 A violation of contextual integrity is a violation of a person's expectations regarding the use of information that he or she gave for a specific purpose.
Daniel Solove observes that "[r]ules of evidence determine the admissibility of information based not only on the information's content, but also on the circumstances in which it is gathered, who is disclosing it, and what purpose its disclosure aims to achieve." 192 Applying this approach to information that people have provided, he argues that the instead of a distinction between what information may be private or public, the focus should be on "the appropriateness of the disclosure in context." 193 Some might argue that people are not very concerned about privacy as evidenced by the extensive use of social networking and other online means of disseminating personal information. 194 Many of the postings that people make are voluntary, but it is highly unlikely 195 that posters really understand the uses to which their information can be put. Many people probably are not aware that court records are open, 196 much less that thirdparties might use the information from those records. The CCJ/COSCA Report contained provisions regarding education of the public concerning the implications of public access to court records. 197 A follow-up report in 2005 provided a template for educational materials, recognizing that "the public, and litigants in particular, may not always be aware that the information in court records is open. Some may assume some or all of it is private." 198 There are concerns that once people understand the implications of open court records on the Internet there might be a chilling effect on participation and willingness to disclose information. 199 Posting information on Facebook or a video on YouTube is different from disclosing information in other contexts, such as in a lawsuit. As noted above, the Internet is not a context. Expectations regarding the use of information relate to the original context of it disclosure. As Solove states: "Information is disclosed for a particular reason or goal. Disclosure occurs through particular uses of information, and therefore, not all disclosures of information are the same." 200 The use of the Internet as a medium does not change these expectations. 201 The posting of court records online therefore raises significant issues about the loss of contextual integrity and its implications for those involved in lawsuits.
If third parties harvest information from court records, their use of the information may be unrelated to the purposes and context of allowing open access to court records. The focus of many online searches of public records is an individual, not evidence of how well government functions or even the substance of a court case in which information disclosure occurred. 202 The United States Supreme Court, in the Reporters Committee case, 203 noted that the plaintiffs' interest was in information about a private citizen that came from agency documents and that this information would "reveal little or nothing about an agency's own conduct." Although the Court was interpreting FOIA, the argument applies as well to information that is disconnected from court records. Separating information from original court records does not serve the purposes of allowing public access to the records.
V. Another Approach -A Fundamental Shift: Florida's Experience
For nearly 20 years courts have struggled to develop policies and rules governing public access to electronic records, even as development and implementation of electronic records systems lagged. 204 As implementation of e-filing systems gains momentum, the importance of these rules and policies increases. Florida courts have taken an approach that serves as a new model for considering how to address issues regarding electronic records access.
In 2005, the Florida Supreme Court Committee on Privacy and Court Records noted that: "Digital records create novel challenges, and so novel solutions are called for if the resolution of the tension inherent in a system that seeks to encourage public transparency while appropriately protecting privacy is to be resolved." 205 The "novel solution" that Florida courts have adopted is to examine the nature of court records and their core purpose and to devise rules to ensure that those records serve that core purpose. Florida policy developers considered "whether the existing framework of laws, policy and practice controlling access to court records, developed over decades prior to the emergence of electronic records" 206 was adequate to adopted amendments, along with changes adopted in 2010, went into effect October 1, 2011. 225 Many of the Committee's recommendations were part of a strategy to "curtail, or minimize, the inclusion of personal information in court files that is unnecessary for purposes of adjudication and case management." 226 The Committee observed that a "court file is primarily a conduit and repository of information exchanged among parties and the court." 227 The Committee urged the Florida Supreme Court to consider that "a court file is not a public common, where anyone is free to post anything." 228 It recommended addressing the inclusion and dissemination of personal information in court records at the source: the requirements in rules of procedure and an open process that allowed parties to include non-required documents and information in a file. The Florida Committee on Privacy and Court Records focused on Florida's constitutional-based right of privacy. 229 The Committee interpreted this right as "operat[ing] to keep personal information out of government hands in the first place."
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A major focus of the recommendations that the Court adopted was on minimization of unnecessary personal information in court filings. The Florida Committee on Privacy and Court Records stated that these changes represented "a fundamental shift in the posture of courts in Florida regarding
The Committee on Privacy and Court Records also recognized a need to include some personal information in court documents. Other Committee recommendations therefore focused on examining exemptions and means of making information or documents confidential. 242 In response, the Florida Supreme Court approved an amendment to Florida Rule of Judicial Administration 2.420 243 to provide a means to identify and address confidential information in court documents. 244 The amendment included a provision that provided requirements for filers to identify confidential information. 245 The Court explained that Rule 2.425 provides protection for information being filed, while Rule 2.420 provides procedures for "determining the confidentiality of information after it has been filed." 246 The result was a comprehensive overhaul of court filing rules and system that minimized the information going into records, and provided protections for the remaining, necessary information.
VI. Conclusion
For nearly 20 years courts have struggled to develop policies and rules to govern public access to electronic records. As implementation of efiling systems gains momentum, determining how to address public access to electronic court records remains an ongoing challenge. Approaches such as those described in the CCJ/COSCA Guidelines (e.g., limiting access, redaction) are still a starting point for discussion.
These approaches, however, offer only transitory resolution.
The more comprehensive approach of Florida focuses on embedding changes throughout the system rather than merely creating a set of special set of rules in addition to existing filing rules. Not placing personal information in public records eliminates later inappropriate exposure. This approach requires examining all existing court filing rules and requirements and their purposes. Many courts have not considered the need to rethink the nature and purpose of filings. 247 The core purpose of court documents is to facilitate resolution of disputes. That purpose should define the extent of public access to information. The ultimate focus finally turns to the manner in which the very content of court records furthers the main purpose of the courts. As Professor Arthur Miller wrote: "public access to information produced in litigation has always been a secondary benefit -a side effect -of civil adjudication. If public access assumes an importance on a par with the system's concern for resolving disputes . . . the courts [would be] diverted from their primary mission."
248 While public access to court records is a fundamental right, courts must consider how access to records actually serves the goal of resolving disputes. Examining and revising rules governing the nature of court filings is a time-consuming process that will result in a fundamental shift in "the way our courts conduct business and interact with the public." 249 This shift is nevertheless necessary to achieve a satisfactory accommodation of the competing goals of public access and protection of private information. 247 See Anderson, supra note 183, at 10 (noting that due to the "existence of practical obscurity and limited access to court information," court have given little consideration to what is in a court file, how it is accessed, or how it is used. 248 Arthur R. Miller, Confidentiality, Protective Orders, and Public Access to the Courts, 105 HARV. L. REV. 427, 431 1991 (article discussing proposals to limit judges' discretion to issue protective orders). 249 FLORIDA 2005 REPORT, supra note 100, Part 2 at 44.
